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1. Foreword
According to BLUEMED’s project proposal, Activity 3.6 is devoted to the design and
implementation of the augmented diving service for Underwater Museums and Marine Parks.
Specifically, Deliverable 3.6.3 describes the technological set-up of Augmented Diving service.
The first part of the report focuses on the description of the augmented diving service users’
requirements. In particular, descriptions of the functionalities that will be provided by the
augmented diving service to the end-users, along with their limitations, are shown.
The second part of the report describes the system architecture of the augmented diving
service. All hardware and software components are analysed considering both technological
and functional aspects.
In addition, a description of the underwater positioning system followed by the underwater
tablet and its application software is presented.

2. User Requirements specification
User requirements specification is a description of the functionalities (functional requirements)
that the Augmented diving service must provide and the constraints (non-functional
requirements) under which it must operate. The goal is to identify the requirements extracted
by the potential users of the service to be implemented, aimed at answering relevant design
questions and supporting collaborative research workflow.
The main technical objective in the implementation of the Augmented Diving service is to
provide a technological set-up with a high degree of usability and flexibility in order to obtain a
good applicability for a wide range of underwater parks and kind of users. Thus, collection and
analysis of end user requirements is important to achieve a deep understanding of their needs
and motivations.
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2.1 User characteristics
The different types of system users are classified as:
Visitors: this category includes the users that visit the underwater museum or marine park.
During the dive, they use the tablet to shoot geo-referenced photos and, based on their
position, receive multi-media data related to a specific POI.
Dive Guide: people with specific permissions that drive the visitors inside the submerged
archaeological site and create new dive routes and events.
System administrator: he manages, modifies and updates the information contained in the
database (3D maps, multi-media data of the POIs, etc.).

2.2 User requirements
For the delivery of the Augmented diving service the visitors of the underwater
archaeological site will be equipped with an underwater tablet. Firstly, the dive guide will
create the “dive session”. Subsequently, the visitors will be associated to the relative tablet
and all the tablets to the current dive session. Every dive session is identified by a user
authentication login system, so it’s possible to store separately the data (dive log, photos
and videos) related to each visitor and also to share/send data to each visitor. Every dive
log contains the data about the path followed, depth, temperatures and geo-referenced
photos/videos related to a specific dive.
Divers can take geo-referenced photos during the exploration of the site by means of the tablet
camera. The camera function can be activated by pressing a button on the UI. This button
opens a new window that gives a preview of the camera and the standard camera controls.
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During the dive, the 3D map of the site, visualized on the tablet screen, is used to show the
position of the diver inside the underwater archaeological site. Thanks to the localization
system, a directional arrow displayed on the 3D map represents the current diver position
and orientation. This feature is useful, for example, to understand the morphology of
the site and the structure of the artefacts. Moreover, it helps diver during the exploration of
the site in case of poor visibility.
The scrolling and zoom features allow diver to interact with the 3D map in an easy and
intuitive way. This is useful when diver wants to see an overview of the entire archaeological
site model or analyze a specific area.
To improve the usability of the navigation software, an option, of the configuration menu,
allows to customize the UI layout for right and left-hand user, then all UI elements will be
always placed in an accessible way, having the principal functions accessible by the dominant
hand.
In addition to localization data, tablet shows various information such as water
temperature, depth, diving time and the quality of the acoustic signal acquired by the
localization system.
These data help the diver to continuously control some of the most important parameters
for a safe dive.
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2.3 Functional requirements

Figure 1. Use case diagram of the Underwater Diving Service

Creation of the dive session
Input

Dive guide authentication login

Process

When the dive guide is logged in, he can choose the path and the data related
to the specific dive session (data, number of divers, etc.).

Output

Creation of the dive session and upload on the database
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Link of the tablets with the current dive session
Input

Current dive session

Process

Before diving starts, the dive guide should link the tablets of the visitors to the
current dive session. It can be done in two different ways: The visitors download
the list of the available dive session and choose a specific event. A notification will
be send to the dive guide that has created the dive session; The dive guide inserts
the identification number of the tablets that will participate at the event

Output

Tablet and visitors will be linked to the current dive session

Localization
Input

position and orientation data coming from the localization system of the tablet

Process

The visitors dive within the underwater archaeological site.

Output

The mobile app on the tablet will show the position of the diver within the underwater
archaeological site and the POIs related to the scene. A directional arrow displayed on the
3D map represents the current diver position and orientation.

Photos and videos sharing
Input

Geo-referenced photos, videos and username

Process

Divers can take geo-referenced photos and videos during the exploration of the site by
means of the tablet camera. They will be uploaded on a dedicated social website at the
end of the diving session, where divers will be able to share the most exciting moments of
the dive.

Output

Photos and videos publishing

Receive POI information
Input

Diver position within the underwater archaeological site

Process

When the diver is located close to a specific POI he can access to the multi-media
data (images, textual information etc.) related to it

Output

Visualization of the POI information on the tablet screen
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2.4 Non Functional requirements
Personal data entry
Process

Every dive session is identified by a user authentication login
system (email and password entry). It allows to store separately
the data (dive log, photos and videos) related to each visitor and
also to share/send data to each visitor. The login system allows to
classify a user as “visitor” or “dive guide”.

Data displayed on the UI of the tablet app
Process

During the diving session, the tablet shows various information
such as water temperature, depth, diving time and the quality of
the acoustic signal acquired by the localization system.

3. System Architecture
The Augmented Diving service is a solution designed to improve the visit experience in
underwater museums or marine parks. It is intended for the scuba divers who are going to visit
the underwater site, allowing them to have a virtual guide that provides specific information
about the artifacts or the biological and geological features spotted during the visit.
Divers know their geographic position inside the underwater site and can follow a planned
route set by the underwater museum’s guide.
It allows to shoot geo-referenced photos that can be uploaded on a dedicated social website at
the end of the diving session, where divers will be able to share the most exciting moments of
the dive.
The service should be also used for both documentation and monitoring purpose. Professionals
who are involved in the preservation of the marine areas can relevantly increase the efficiency
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of their work making possible to acquire much more data in the same diving session if
compared to traditional methods.
The System architecture designed for the purpose of Bluemed project is conceptually described
in Figure 2

Figure 2. System architecture of the Underwater Diving service.
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It is based on a surface platform and up to five underwater tablets equipped with an acoustic
positioning and orientation system. A database is also used for the uploading and downloading
of the data related to the underwater archaeological site (3D map, multi-media contents linked
to the Points of Interest etc.).
In particular, the hardware architecture of the system is composed of three main units:
•

underwater positioning and orientation system (SBL + inertial platform);

•

autonomous surface vehicle (or a surface buoy);

•

underwater tablet.

3.1 Underwater positioning and orientation system

Commercially available underwater acoustic positioning systems have existed as early as in the
1960s and are commonly used in various applications, including oil and gas exploration, salvage
operations, marine sciences and archaeology, security and military operations. These systems
are used for tracking and navigation of divers and/or underwater vehicles. These systems
measure the distances and/or directions of the diver or vehicle being tracked from a set of
transponders (reference points), referred to as baseline stations, and then trilateration is done
to determine its position. Based on the distance between the baseline stations, these systems
are broadly categorized into: Long Baseline (LBL), Short Baseline (SBL), and Ultra Short Baseline
(USBL) [1].
The name of LBL derives from the fact that the distance between the baseline stations is long or
similar to the distance between object and transponders. Baseline distance typically ranges
from 50m to more than 2,000m. The baseline transponders are typically deployed on the
seafloor along the edge of the area of operation. An interrogating signal from the object
(transponder) is sent. Upon receiving it, the transponder (object) sends a reply. The signal
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propagation times are then used to compute the distances between the object and
transponders. LBL technology was used inside VISAS project [2].
SBL systems are characterized by inter-baseline transponder distance of 1m to 50m. These
systems are mounted on floating platforms like boats, ships or barges, and are used for tracking
underwater targets. Like LBL systems, they use round-trip signal propagation time of acoustic
signals between transponders and target to compute the distance and then trilateration to
determine the position, often with supplementary depth data from a pressure sensor. The
accuracy of SBL system improves as the distance between baseline transponders increases and
can achieve similar performance levels as seafloor mounted LBL systems. USBL is by far the
most popular category of underwater positioning systems due to its ease of use. A USBL system
comprises two elements, a transceiver with an array of transducers that are typically less than
10cm apart, thus giving the ultra-short baseline, and a transponder/responder. The transceiver
sends an acoustic pulse and when the transponder (mounted on the tracked object) detects
this pulse, it replies with its own acoustic pulse. The round-trip propagation time of the initial
acoustic pulse and the reply is used to compute the distance between them. To measure the
direction of the transponder from the transceiver, the transceiver uses a method called phasedifferencing within this transducer array to calculate the angle to the underwater transponder.
The position of the underwater object (transponder) is then obtained using the range and angle
from the transceiver to the transponder. What the system gains in ease of use and deployment,
it loses in the level of positioning accuracy.
The best choice for Bluemed Project is a modified version of SBL (Short BaseLine Localization)
technology. Respect to the other two technologies SBL has many advantages. As previously
described, SBL can be simply mounted on a moving platform on the surface instead of four
beacons moored in known geographical points within the site as required by LBL. SBL is more
accurate respect to USBL (comparable with LBL) while maintaining ease of use. As USBL it can
be simply deployed and recovered only by one person reducing its cost of use and maintenance.
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All these advantages allow to simplify the deployment and management of the Bluemed
Augmented Diving Service.
The previously described SBL technology needs to be adapted for the purpose of Bluemed
Project. In particular, the SBL in Bluemed is not used to track from the surface a number of
transponders but, on the contrary, each underwater transponder needs to know its geographic
position. Moreover, its need that almost one tablet can exchange data with surface unit.
The SBL surface unit acts as a unique beacon that sends periodically in broadcast acoustic
messages to the underwater receivers that use them to estimate their own position.
The broadcast acoustic messages must be not only a range packet but also a data packet
because underwater receivers need to know actual geographic position (received by GPS) of
the surface unit. The underwater receiver integrates the acoustic range from surface unit with
the GPS position of surface vehicle and computes its global geographic position.
Moreover, at least one underwater receiver periodically must be able to communicate to
surface unit its current global geographic position. This feature is a key element if the SBL
system will be installed on an autonomous surface vehicle as described below.
The technology of the SBL system, in order to guarantee the required performance, must be
one-way travel time (OWTT). This approach scales perfectly with any number of divers because
all tablets can update their position at the same time. Tablets, in fact, can measure their
relative position without responding with any signal, thereby it reduces the network overload.
Therefore, all system components must be synchronized for the whole duration of the mission
(at least two hours). The SBL surface unit and the receivers on the tablet must be equipped with
clocks capable of maintaining synchronization with a drift less than 5 μs/hour; the surface unit
must be synchronized with the GPS reference time signal [3].
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3.2 Autonomous surface vehicle
Autonomous surface vehicle systems are used for a wide range of military and commercial
applications. For military these include Mine Counter Measures (MCM), Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), and Fast Inshore Attack
Craft (FIAC) for combat training. For commercial use these include, Oil and Gas Exploration and
Construction, Oceanographic Data Collection, Hydrographic, Oceanographic and Environmental
Surveys. A new commercial application will be found for that system in Bluemed Project:
surface monitoring platform for underwater museum exploration. Autonomous vehicle has two
main functionalities: moving platform for diving localization system; acquisition of bathymetry
data inside marine underwater park.
For the Augmented Diving Service, the previously described SBL system will be integrated with
an autonomous surface vehicle. Using this configuration, the underwater tablet will be followed
by the surface unit with many advantages:
•

Surface unit is always vertically in line with the guide tablet, reducing distance and
avoiding any possible obstruction for acoustic signal;

•

The coverage area of augmented diving service has theoretically no limit, the only
limitation is the vehicle and tablet battery autonomy;

•

Deployment can be done during the diver visit;

•

No instruments, mooring or other staff must be installed inside the archeological sites;

•

The maintenance service can be carried out onshore without the need to use
professional divers or specialized technicians;

The best solution for Bluemed Project is a small surface platform, robust in real environmental
conditions and with low power consumption. It must be enough agile with omnidirectional
motions useful to tracking underwater divers capable of quick change of direction.
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The vehicle navigation system must be independent and equipped with a high precision GPS,
eventually, can be used a RTK GPS that can improve the overall system performance. For safety
purpose a robust remote control should monitor and control all its functionalities.
The integration with SBL system is both mechanical and electronical. The mechanical
integration concerns the installation of SBL acoustic transducers in a “X” configuration under
the vehicle using a custom support. The installation must be made avoiding as much as possible
interferences between thrusters and acoustic transducers, furthermore, transducers and their
supports should not hinder the vehicle movements.
About electrical interface, Autonomous surface vehicle and SBL exchange information using an
Ethernet or serial connection. In particular, the control board of the vehicle sends to SBL
surface unit this information:
•

inertial data from its onboard Inertial Measurement Unit; i.e. vehicle accelerations,
rotational rate, orientations;

•

Absolute geographic position from onboard GPS unit.

These data are used by SBL to compute tablet geographic position and to improve acoustic
ranging performance and accuracy.
The connection of SBL with vehicle network allow to remotely read and configure all SBL
parameters both for debug purpose and for adapt the system on the actual working scenario.
Periodically SBL sends to the vehicle the geo position of the master underwater tablet to be
followed. The vehicle is programmed to follow that position at planned distance and
orientation.
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3.3 Underwater tablet
The underwater tablet works as a virtual guide inside the archeological site. Thehardware is
separated in two main components:
•

SBL underwater unit

•

Tablet inside an underwater housing with functional touchscreen

SBL underwater unit provides positioning and communication capability; the tablet provides,
instead, all the augmented reality and navigation functions. The two units, assembled inside
two different housing, can be joined or separated. In the VISAS project the housing of
underwater positioning system was joined on the back of tablet housing. This solution has two
main drawbacks:
•

the tablet has much more volume and is difficult to manage by a diver with low
experience;

•

Often the diver body covers acoustic transducer and this reduces the performance of
acoustic positioning system.

For the Bluemed project purpose the best solution is to separate the two unit.
The SBL receiver assembled inside a cylindrical housing can be simply connected to the air tank
on the back of the diver Figure 3.
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Figure 3. SBL underwater unit attached in the air tank of the scuba diver.

With this solution, considering the normal diver attitude, the acoustic transducer will be
always free by any obstacle, so the receiving performance and usability will be better.
The data connection between

the two units can be made with a

standard

underwater ethernet cable or with a Wi-Fi wave guide. Using this interface, the SBL receiver
unit sends periodically to the tablet its absolute geographic position. On the other side, the
tablet can read and configure all the SBL receiver parameters using a configuration mask
integrated into the mobile tablet software. These parameters can be different depending on
the characteristic of a specific archaeological underwater site. A custom protocol is used for
these bi-directional data exchange. The master tablet, that usually is the diver guide, is the
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unique tablet that is enabled to establish a bi-directional communication with the SBL surface
unit. Between two different position update it send its position to surface unit. If SBL is
installed on a static buoy the bidirectional communication between master tablet and surface
SBL unit is not needed. Software applications that run on the tablet provide all augmented
reality functionalities. First of all, it visualizes a 3D map of the archeological site and using the
data received by SBL to show the diver position inside it with a personal point of view (Figure
4).

Figure 4. Architecture overview of the augmented diving service during a dive session.

When the app is opened, after the welcome screen, an initial view is displayed. On this first
view the diver can search and select the underwater site to be explored. All information
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related to a specific underwater archeological site are stored on a remote server, so, after the
site selection, the app begins to download all necessary data (3D map, POI information, images
etc.) using an internet connection (Figure 4). When all data is loaded, the tablet is ready for
the dive session and switch to the Navigation View. Navigation view is the main screen that
the diver sees during the underwater exploration, it allows to access to the functionalities and
the real-time information of augmented reality system. The view can be divided into three
main sections:
•

Computer Board

Is the section of the screen dedicated for show the dive information; inside the computer
board diver can read some data related to the system status as:
•

time elapsed underwater o current depth

•

water temperature

•

quality of the acoustic signal of underwater positioning system.

In addition, this section provides the information related to current navigation activity, in
particular, is displayed the distance, the direction and the name of the next POI. The POI can
be selected by diver or is one of them planned during the exploration route.

Map control
The map visualization covers most of the tablet’s display. The map is the 3D representation of
the underwater archeological site seen from a personal point of view. Then, the map is
automatically oriented in the direction pointed by the tablet in order to be precisely
overlapped on the real object on the sea floor. Diver can interact with the map using the full
touchscreen of the tablet in order reduce or enlarge the view of the area that he is exploring.
Using common gesture like pinch-to-in and pinch-to-out, is possible to perform zoom in and
zoom out of the map, or move it with the pan gesture; these features are available in addition
using a set of specific button placed on the side of the app user interface (UI).
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Camera control
Diver is enabled to collect geo-localized photo. A camera button on the UI is used in order to
access to the tablet camera; diver can take geo-localized photo in every moment of their
immersion and store them automatically on the internal memory of the tablet.
The app collects a data log during the exploration creating a history of the activity done. Inside
the log the following information are stored:
•

depth

•

water temperature

•

the path followed during the visit

•

the photos with their geographic position

The log is stored during the exploration inside a local cache on the tablet. At the end of the
dive, when the tablet come back to the surface and an internet connection is available, the log
is uploaded on the remote server cloud storage as described in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Architecture overview of the augmented diving service before and after a dive session.
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4. Application scenarios for the Augmented Diving service
Over the millennia the Mediterranean Sea represented a crossroad between civilizations,
leaving important evidences and traces of their cultures on the sea bottoms. Therefore,
nowadays the Mediterranean preserves numerous archaeological sites and ruins (represented
by over 1200 ship-wrecks and ancient submerged coastal towns), such to be considered a real
submerged museum. Many of these sites are still unexplored and should be adequately
quantified and characterised through several survey activities. Each site displays different
features, especially with regard to the environmental context in which it is located. On the basis
of that, all exploration and survey activities within these sites should be adapted to the specific
underwater environmental conditions.
After preliminary surveys and researches, in order to implement augmented diving services, the
underwater archaeological sites have been classified by using three different parameters: depth
of the site, size of the area, distribution on the sea bed. By combining these three parameters,
different scenarios will be provided within which it will be possible to use the augmented diving
systems. In this regards, two archaeological submerged sites (both pilot sites within the
BLUEMED project) were taken into account in order to better understand how above
mentioned parameters could influence the use of the augmented diving system: Baia (Naples,
Italy) and Cavtat (Konavle, Croatia).
As regard the Archaeological Park of Baia is located about 15 km west of Naples, at sea level.
Founded by the Romans in the first century B.C., the area was an important cultural site,
reaching its maximum development during the imperial age. The decline of Baia began in the
fourth century A.D., and it was gradually abandoned because of increasing subsidence caused
by the phenomenon of bradyseism. The bradyseism is a complex process implying slow ground
deformation characterised in the Phlegrean Field volcano by both slow uplift and lowering of
the ground surface in response to magma infill and degassing. A wide range of different
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architectural structures are still preserved in the underwater environments: maritime villas,
imperial buildings, private houses and thermae, tabernae and warehouses at a depth ranging
from about 5 to 7 meters. Therefore, in the specific case of the Baia pilot site, the
environmental context is characterized by low depth, great extension and several
archaeological structures and ruins located throughout the area.

Figure 6. Archaeological ruins within the archaeological pilot site of Baia

As concern the 2nd site, Cavcat, it consists of two ancient shipwrecks probably from the Roman
period with pithos (dolia) and amphoras, lying on a sandy bottom at a depth of about 30 meters
and covering a fairly limited area. In the latter case, differences regarding the environmental
context with respect to the previous site are remarkable, especially in term of depth and
extension of archaeological finds and ruins.
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Figure 7. Amphoras within the archaeological pilot site of Cavtat (Z – 56)

Taking into account differences among these archaeological sites (i.e. depth, extension, etc.)
will be used two different hardware configurations for the augmented diving service, as below:
•

SBL surface unit mounted on a fixed buoy;

•

SBL surface unit mounted on Autonomous surface vehicle.

These two configurations only differ for the hardware integration of the surface unit of SBL
system. Also, there will be differences related to the user experience and price of the whole
system. In the following, the two configurations and their best application on different
archaeological site classes will be described.
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4.1 Buoy with SBL
In this configuration, the SBL surface unit electronics is installed on a buoy using a waterproof
case. The four SBL transducers are assembled on a “X” rigid structure with a diameter of around
one meter at 30-50 cm depth.

Figure 8. System architecture of the Underwater Diving service using a surface buoy

With this configuration, the diving exploration activity is very simple. The buoy can be moored
near the divers’ support boat or fixed to a point already present inside the site. The buoy can be
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carried on the archaeological site with the divers’ equipment and deployed before the diving
without any big effort. However, if the exploration is planned in different locations of the
marine park it must be moved on another point. The environmental impact is also very low,
only one mooring post is used and, eventually, the buoy can be connected to the same
anchorage of the support boat.
This configuration is the best solution for archeological site with low/high depth and aggregate
artefacts in a limited area. In this application scenario, the buoy doesn’t need to be moved and
coverage area of the SBL (100x100 m) around the buoys ensures an acceptable positioning
precision.

4.2 ASV with SBL
SBL can be also integrated on a surface vehicle improving performance and usability respect the
version on a static buoy. The SBL functionalities are the same but using a moving platform
increase the usage flexibility. The main advantage of using an autonomous surface vehicle is
that the vehicle is programmed to follow the diver leader during the exploration, so all the
archeological site can be covered without the need to move the surface buoy with SBL. As the
buoy also the vehicle can be carried on the archeological site with the diver’s equipment and
deployed before the diving without any big effort. Furthermore, a surface vehicle doesn’t need
any type of mooring and thus it’s avoided the installation of mooring post inside archaeological
area preserving the environment.
This configuration is the best solution for archaeological site with low/high depth and
scattered/uniform distribution of artefacts in a wide area. Furthermore, this configuration can
be used in all application scenarios were can be used buoy solution. But, it is clear that using an
autonomous surface vehicle increase the overall cost of the system.
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In this application scenario no human intervention is need after surface vehicle deployment and
the coverage area is theoretically unlimited. Practically the coverage area is limited only by the
vehicle autonomy and divers’ air supply.
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